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Summary

Speech and music perception 
involves integrating multiple 
acoustic dimensions

Fundamental frequency

Duration

Amplitude

Individuals rely upon acoustic 
dimensions differently: perceptual 
strategies

For instance, some individuals rely 
more on pitch than duration or 
amplitude.

Others rely more on duration than 
pitch or amplitude.

Why do perceptual 
strategies arise?

Nature: A lifelong history of 
unreliable frequency (pitch) 
perception leads to a down-
weighting of frequency cues.

Nurture: Natively acquiring a tonal 
language (where frequency is 
important), causes frequency to be 
more salient and more heavily 
weighted in perception

How does the brain 
implement perceptual 
strategies?

Perception strategies are reflected 
in task-related functional 
connectivity between regions that 
process acoustic dimensions (e.g. 
pitch-related areas) and frontal 
language areas.
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Study 2: Native 
language shapes 
speech and 
music perception

Participants

45 native Mandarin speakers Tonal language

45 native English speakers Non-tonal language

27 native Spanish speakers Non-tonal language

Experiment 1: Prosodic Cue 
weighting

Participants categorized phrase 
boundary location

Try the task! gorilla.sc/openmaterials/89766 Early Phrase Boundary after the verb:
“If Barbara gives up, the ship [will be 
plundered]”

Late Phrase Boundary after the object:
“If Barbara gives up the ship, [it’ll be 
plundered]”

Pitch and duration indicated Early or 
Late phrase boundary to varying 
degrees.

Mandarin speakers weighted pitch more 
heavily than English and Spanish speakers 
when categorising spoken prosody.

Experiment 2: Music Cue 
Weighting

Participants categorized musical 
sequences

Try the task! gorilla.sc/openmaterials/89766 Match time: “ONE two ONE two ONE 
two”

Waltz time: “ONE two three ONE two 
three”

Pitch and duration indicated March or 
Waltz time to varying degrees.

Mandarin speakers weighted pitch more 
heavily than English and Spanish speakers 
when categorising musical rhythms.

Experiment 3: Dimension-
selective Attention

Participants heard the phrase “study 
music” repeatedly.

Participants judged which which 
word is higher in pitch?

Result: Mandarin speakers were better 
able to rely on pitch to make judgments.

Participants heard the phrase “study 
music” repeatedly.

Participants judged which which 
word is louder?

Result: English and Spanish 
speakers correctly relied on 
amplitude/loudness cues, but 
Mandarin speakers still weighted 
pitch cues heavily

This suggests pitch is so salient for 
Mandarin speakers that they cannot 
ignore pitch even when it is irrelevant.
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Study 1: 
Congenital 
factors shape 
speech 
perception

Participants

Congenital amusics struggle with 
fundamental frequency (pitch/F0) 
perception and frequency sequence 
memory

Groups differed in pitch thresholds.

Groups were matched for duration 
thresholds

Procedure

Participants categorized emphasis 
of tokens of “study music” as 
“STUDY music” or “study MUSIC”

Frequency (F0) and duration varied 
to indicate emphasis on “STUDY” or 
“MUSIC”.

Pitch and duration cues were all 
large enough to be heard by 
amusics.

Participants categorized each cell of 
design 10 times.

Results

Amusics placed less weight on 
frequency (F0) cues, relative to 
controls.

Cue weights were correlated 
with relative precision with 
which acoustic dimensions 
were perceived.

Amusics and control behavior 
differed for stimuli where F0 and 
Duration conflicted and the cues 
were large.

This suggests amusics relied more 
on Duration than F0 cues even 
though they could hear the F0 
cues.
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Study 3: Brain 
connectivity and 
speech perception 
strategies

Procedure

Paradigm

N=15 Amusics, N=15 Controls

Participants read a 
visual sentence

Then, they heard two spoken 
versions that differed in 
phrase boundary placement

They matched which spoken 
sentence best matched the visual 
sentence.

Try the task!
https://gorilla.sc/openmaterials/102786

MRI Methods

Siemens Avanto 1.5T with 32 
channel head coil

Sparse temporal acquisition, 
TR=3.4s, ITI =12.1s

3mm isotropic voxels

Results

Decreased functional 
connectivity between left frontal 
“language areas” (LIFG and L 
DLPFC) and right hemisphere 
regions “pitch areas" (e.g. R 
auditory cortex, R insula)

Functional connectivity 
between right hemisphere 
“pitch areas” and L DLPFC 
reflected cue weights 
measured outside the scanner

Comparison with control task (passive 
listening to tones): No group differences

Pattern of results is not an 
intrinsic or task-invariant 
effect.
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